


KJV Bible Word Studies for DISPUTE



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

dispute 1256 # dialegomai {dee-al-eg'-om-ahee}; middle voice from 1223 and 3004; to say thoroughly, i.e. 
discuss (in argument or exhortation): -- {dispute}, preach (unto), reason (with), speak. 

dispute 1260 # dialogizomai {dee-al-og-id'-zom-ahee}; from 1223 and 3049; to reckon thoroughly, i.e. 
(genitive case) to deliberate (by reflection or discussion): -- cast in mind, consider, {dispute}, muse, reason, 
think. 

dispute 1261 # dialogismos {dee-al-og-is-mos'}; from 1260; discussion, i.e. (internal) consideration (by 
implication, purpose), or (external) debate: -- {dispute}, doubtful(-ing), imagination, reasoning, thought. 

dispute 3198 ## yakach {yaw-kahh'}; a primitive root; to be right(i.e. correct); reciprocal, to argue; 
causatively, to decide, justify or convict: -- appoint, argue, chasten, convince, correct(-ion), daysman, 
{dispute}, judge, maintain, plead, reason (together), rebuke, reprove(-r), surely, in any wise. 

dispute 4802 # suzeteo {sood-zay-teh'-o}; from 4862 and 2212; to investigate jointly, i.e. discuss, controvert, 
cavil: -- {dispute} (with), enquire, question (with), reason (together). 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

dispute 03198 ## yakach {yaw-kahh'} ; a primitive root ; to be right (i . e . correct) ; reciprocal , to argue ; causatively , to decide , justify or convict : -- appoint , argue , chasten , convince , correct (- ion) , daysman , 
{dispute} , judge , maintain , plead , reason (together) , rebuke , reprove (- r) , surely , in any wise . 

dispute 0470 - antapokrinomai {an-tap-ok-ree'-nom-ahee}; from 0473 and 0611; to contradict or {dispute}: -- answer again, reply against. 

dispute 0483 - antilego {an-til'-eg-o}; from 0473 and 3004; to {dispute}, refuse: -- answer again, contradict, deny, gainsay(-er), speak against. 

dispute 0485 - antilogia {an-tee-log-ee'-ah}; from a derivative of 0483; {dispute}, disobedience: -- contradiction, gainsaying, strife. 

dispute 1256 - dialegomai {dee-al-eg'-om-ahee}; middle voice from 1223 and 3004; to say thoroughly, i.e. discuss (in argument or exhortation): -- {dispute}, preach (unto), reason (with), speak. 

dispute 1260 - dialogizomai {dee-al-og-id'-zom-ahee}; from 1223 and 3049; to reckon thoroughly, i.e. (genitive case) to deliberate (by reflection or discussion): -- cast in mind, consider, {dispute}, muse, reason, think. 

dispute 1261 - dialogismos {dee-al-og-is-mos'}; from 1260; discussion, i.e. (internal) consideration (by implication, purpose), or (external) debate: -- {dispute}, doubtful(-ing), imagination, reasoning, thought. 

dispute 2214 - zetesis {dzay'-tay-sis}; from 2212; a searching (properly, the act), i.e. a {dispute} or its theme: -- question. 

dispute 3164 - machomai {makh'-om-ahee}; middle voice of an apparently primary verb; to war, i.e. (figuratively) to quarrel, {dispute}: -- fight, strive. 

dispute 3948 - paroxusmos {par-ox-oos-mos'}; from 3947 ( " paroxysm " ); incitement (to good), or {dispute} (in anger): -- contention, provoke unto. 

dispute 4487 - rhema {hray'-mah}; from 4483; an utterance (individually, collectively or specifically); by implication, a matter or topic (especially of narration, command or {dispute}); with a negative naught whatever: -- 
+ evil, + nothing, saying, word. 

dispute 4802 - suzeteo {sood-zay-teh'-o}; from 4862 and 2212; to investigate jointly, i.e. discuss, controvert, cavil: -- {dispute} (with), enquire, question (with), reason (together). 

dispute 4820 - sumballo {soom-bal'-lo}; from 4862 and 0906; to combine, i.e. (in speaking) to converse, consult, {dispute}, (mentally) to consider, (by implication) to aid, (personally to join, attack: -- confer, encounter, help,
make, meet with, ponder. 

dispute 5379 - philoneikia {fil-on-i-kee'-ah}; from 5380; quarrelsomeness, i.e. a {dispute}: -- strife. 

disputer 4804 - suzetetes {sood-zay-tay-tace'}; from 4802; a disputant, i.e. sophist: -- {disputer}. 

disputes 06041 ## ` aniy {aw-nee'} ; from 06031 ; depressed , in mind or circumstances [practically the same as 06035 , although the margin constantly {disputes} this , making 06035 subjective and 06041 objective ] : -- 
afflicted , humble , lowly , needy , poor . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

1 * dispute 

5 - disputed 

1 - disputer 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

dispute 1256 ** dialegomai ** {dispute}, preach (unto), reason (with), speak.

dispute 1260 ** dialogizomai ** cast in mind, consider, {dispute}, muse, reason, think.

dispute 1261 ** dialogismos ** {dispute}, doubtful(-ing), imagination, reasoning, thought.

dispute 3198 -- yakach -- appoint, argue, chasten, convince, correct(-ion), daysman,{dispute}, judge, 
maintain, plead, reason (together), rebuke, reprove(-r),surely, in any wise.

dispute 4802 ** suzeteo ** {dispute} (with), enquire, question (with), reason(together).

disputer 4804 ** suzetetes ** {disputer}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

disputed 1256 dialegomai * {disputed} , {1256 dialegomai } , 1260 dialogizomai , 4802 suzeteo ,

disputed 1260 dialogizomai * {disputed} , 1256 dialegomai , {1260 dialogizomai } , 4802 suzeteo ,

disputed 4802 suzeteo * {disputed} , 1256 dialegomai , 1260 dialogizomai , {4802 suzeteo } ,

disputer 4804 suzetetes * {disputer} , {4804 suzetetes } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- dispute , 3198 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

disputed - 1256 {disputed}, disputing, preached, preaching, reasoned,speaketh,

disputed - 1260 consider, {disputed}, reason, reasoned, reasoning,

disputed - 4802 {disputed}, disputing, question, questioned, questioning, reasoning, together,

disputer - 4804 {disputer},
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English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

dispute , JOB_23_07 ,

disputed , MAR_09_33 , MAR_09_34,

disputed , ACT_09_29 , ACT_17_17,

disputed , JDE_01_09 ,

disputer , 1CO_01_20,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

dispute Job_23_07 # There the righteous might dispute with him; so should I be delivered for ever from my 
judge.

disputed Act_09_29 # And he spake boldly in the name of the Lord Jesus, and disputed against the 
Grecians: but they went about to slay him.

disputed Act_17_17 # Therefore disputed he in the synagogue with the Jews, and with the devout persons, 
and in the market daily with them that met with him.

disputed Jde_01_09 # Yet Michael the archangel, when contending with the devil he disputed about the 
body of Moses, durst not bring against him a railing accusation, but said, The Lord rebuke thee.

disputed Mar_09_33 # And he came to Capernaum: and being in the house he asked them, What was it that
ye disputed among yourselves by the way?

disputed Mar_09_34 # But they held their peace: for by the way they had disputed among themselves, who 
[should be] the greatest.

disputer 1Co_01_20 # Where [is] the wise? where [is] the scribe? where [is] the disputer of this world? hath 
not God made foolish the wisdom of this world?



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

dispute with him Job_23_07 # There the righteous might dispute with him; so should I be delivered for ever
from my judge.

disputed about the Jde_01_09 # Yet Michael the archangel, when contending with the devil he disputed 
about the body of Moses, durst not bring against him a railing accusation, but said, The Lord rebuke thee.

disputed against the Act_09_29 # And he spake boldly in the name of the Lord Jesus, and disputed against 
the Grecians: but they went about to slay him.

disputed among themselves Mar_09_34 # But they held their peace: for by the way they had disputed 
among themselves, who [should be] the greatest.

disputed among yourselves Mar_09_33 # And he came to Capernaum: and being in the house he asked 
them, What was it that ye disputed among yourselves by the way?

disputed he in Act_17_17 # Therefore disputed he in the synagogue with the Jews, and with the devout 
persons, and in the market daily with them that met with him.

disputer of this 1Co_01_20 # Where [is] the wise? where [is] the scribe? where [is] the disputer of this 
world? hath not God made foolish the wisdom of this world?



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

disputed against Act_09_29 





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

dispute ^ Job_23_07 / dispute /^with him; so should I be delivered for ever from my judge. 

disputed ^ Jde_01_09 / disputed /^about the body of Moses, durst not bring against him a railing 
accusation, but said, The Lord rebuke thee. 

disputed ^ Act_09_29 / disputed /^against the Grecians: but they went about to slay him. 

disputed ^ Mar_09_34 / disputed /^among themselves, who [should be] the greatest. 

disputed ^ Mar_09_33 / disputed /^among yourselves by the way? 

disputed ^ Act_17_17 / disputed /^he in the synagogue with the Jews, and with the devout persons, and in 
the market daily with them that met with him. 

disputer ^ 1Co_01_20 / disputer /^of this world? hath not God made foolish the wisdom of this world? 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

disputed ......... and disputed 4802 -suzeteo-> 

disputed ......... disputed 1256 -dialegomai-> 

disputed ......... he disputed 1256 -dialegomai-> 

disputed ......... they had disputed 1256 -dialegomai-> 

disputed ......... was it that ye disputed 1260 -dialogizomai-> 

disputer ......... is the disputer 4804 -suzetetes-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

dispute Job_23_07 There the righteous might {dispute} with him; so should I be delivered for ever from my 
judge. 

disputed Act_09_29 And he spake boldly in the name of the Lord Jesus, and {disputed} against the 
Grecians: but they went about to slay him. 

disputed Act_17_17 Therefore {disputed} he in the synagogue with the Jews, and with the devout persons, 
and in the market daily with them that met with him. 

disputed Jude_01_09 Yet Michael the archangel, when contending with the devil he {disputed} about the 
body of Moses, durst not bring against him a railing accusation, but said, The Lord rebuke thee. 

disputed Mar_09_33 And he came to Capernaum: and being in the house he asked them, What was it that 
ye {disputed} among yourselves by the way? 

disputed Mar_09_34 But they held their peace: for by the way they had {disputed} among themselves, who 
[should be] the greatest. 

disputer 1Co_01_20 Where [is] the wise? where [is] the scribe? where [is] the {disputer} of this world? hath 
not God made foolish the wisdom of this world? 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

disputed ^ Act_09_29 And <2532> he spake <2980> (5707) boldly <3955> (5740) in <1722> the name 
<3686> of the Lord <2962> Jesus <2424>, and <5037> <2532> {disputed} <4802> (5707) against <4314> the
Grecians <1675>: but <1161> they went about <2021> (5707) to slay <0337> (5629) him <0846>. 

disputed ^ Act_17_17 Therefore <3767> <3303> {disputed} he <1256> (5711) in <1722> the synagogue 
<4864> with the Jews <2453>, and <2532> with the devout persons <4576> (5740), and <2532> in <1722> 
the market <0058> daily <2596> <3956> <2250> with <4314> them that met with him <3909> (5723). 

disputed ^ Mar_09_33 And <2532> he came <2064> (5627) to <1519> Capernaum <2584>: and <2532> 
being <1096> (5637) in <1722> the house <3614> he asked <1905> (5707) them <0846>, What <5101> was it
that ye {disputed} <1260> (5711) among <4314> yourselves <1438> by <1722> the way <3598>? 

disputed ^ Mar_09_34 But <1161> they held their peace <4623> (5707): for <1063> by <1722> the way 
<3598> they had {disputed} <1256> (5675) among <4314> themselves <0240>, who <5101> should be the 
greatest <3187>. 

disputed ^ Jde_01_09 Yet <1161> Michael <3413> the archangel <0743>, when <3753> contending <1252> 
(5734) with the devil <1228> he {disputed} <1256> (5711) about <4012> the body <4983> of Moses <3475>, 
durst <5111> (5656) not <3756> bring against him <2018> (5629) a railing <0988> accusation <2920>, but 
<0235> said <2036> (5627), The Lord <2962> rebuke <2008> (5659) thee <4671>. 

disputer ^ 1Co_01_20 Where <4226> is the wise <4680>? where <4226> is the scribe <1122>? where 
<4226> is the {disputer} <4804> of this <5127> world <0165>? hath <3471> <0> not <3780> God <2316> 
made foolish <3471> (5656) the wisdom <4678> of this <5127> world <2889>? 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
dispute Job_23_07 There (08033 +sham ) the righteous (03477 +yashar ) might {dispute} (03198 +yakach ) 
with him ; so should I be delivered (06403 +palat ) for ever (05331 +netsach ) from my judge (08199 
+shaphat ) . 

disputed Act_09_29 And he spake (2980 -laleo -) boldly (3955 -parrhesiazomai -) in the name (3686 -onoma 
-) of the Lord (2962 -kurios -) Jesus (2424 -Iesous -) , and {disputed} (4802 -suzeteo -) against (4314 -pros -) 
the Grecians (1675 -Hellenistes -):but they went (2021 -epicheireo -) about (2021 -epicheireo -) to slay (0337 
-anaireo -) him . 

disputed Act_17_17 Therefore (3767 -oun -) {disputed} (1256 -dialegomai -) he in the synagogue (4864 -
sunagoge -) with the Jews (2453 -Ioudaios -) , and with the devout (4576 -sebomai -) persons , and in the 
market (0058 -agora -) daily (2250 -hemera -) with them that met (3909 -paratugchano -) with him . 

disputed Jude_01_09 Yet (1161 -de -) Michael (3413 -Michael -) the archangel (0743 -archaggelos -) , when 
(3753 -hote -) contending (1252 -diakrino -) with the devil (1228 -diabolos -) he {disputed} (1256 -dialegomai
-) about (4012 -peri -) the body (4983 -soma -) of Moses (3475 -Moseus -) , durst (5111 -tolmao -) not bring 
(2018 -epiphero -) against (2018 -epiphero -) him a railing (0988 -blasphemia -) accusation (2920 -krisis -) , 
but said (2036 -epo -) , The Lord (2962 -kurios -) rebuke (2008 -epitimao -) thee . 

disputed Mar_09_33 And he came (2064 -erchomai -) to Capernaum (2584 -Kapernaoum -):and being 
(1096 -ginomai -) in the house (3614 -oikia -) he asked (1905 -eperotao -) them , What (5101 -tis -) was it that
ye {disputed} (1260 -dialogizomai -) among (4314 -pros -) yourselves (1438 -heautou -) by the way (3598 -
hodos -) ? 

disputed Mar_09_34 But they held (4623 -siopao -) their peace (4623 -siopao -):for by the way (3598 -hodos 
-) they had {disputed} (1256 -dialegomai -) among (4314 -pros -) themselves (0240 -allelon -) , who (5101 -tis 
-) [ should be ] the greatest (3187 -meizon -) . 

http://ebiblesoftware.com


disputer 1Co_01_20 Where (4226 -pou -) [ is ] the wise (4680 -sophos - -oneidismos -) ? where (4226 -pou -) [
is ] the scribe (1122 -grammateus -) ? where (4226 -pou -) [ is ] the {disputer} (4804 -suzetetes -) of this (5127
-toutou -) world (0165 -aion -) ? hath not God (2316 -theos -) made (3471 -moraino -) foolish (3471 -moraino
-) the wisdom (4678 -sophia -) of this (5127 -toutou -) world (2889 -kosmos -) ? 
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dispute , JOB , 23:7 disputed , AC , 9:29 , AC , 17:17 disputed , JU , 1:9 disputed , MR , 9:33 , MR , 9:34 disputer , 1CO , 1:20 contention 3948 # paroxusmos {par-ox-oos-mos'}; from 3947 ("paroxysm"); incitement (to good), or 
dispute (in anger): -- {contention}, provoke unto.[ql dispute 4802 # suzeteo {sood-zay-teh'-o}; from 4862 and 2212; to investigate jointly, i.e. discuss, controvert, cavil: -- {dispute} (with), enquire, question (with), reason (together).[ql 
dispute 1256 # dialegomai {dee-al-eg'-om-ahee}; middle voice from 1223 and 3004; to say thoroughly, i.e. discuss (in argument or exhortation): -- {dispute}, preach (unto), reason (with), speak.[ql dispute 1261 # dialogismos 
{dee-al-og-is-mos'}; from 1260; discussion, i.e. (internal) consideration (by implication, purpose), or (external) debate: -- {dispute}, doubtful(-ing), imagination, reasoning, thought.[ql dispute 1260 # dialogizomai 
{dee-al-og-id'-zom-ahee}; from 1223 and 3049; to reckon thoroughly, i.e. (genitive case) to deliberate (by reflection or discussion): -- cast in mind, consider, {dispute}, muse, reason, think.[ql provoke 3948 # paroxusmos 
{par-ox-oos-mos'}; from 3947 ("paroxysm"); incitement (to good), or dispute (in anger): -- contention, {provoke} unto.[ql question 2214 # zetesis {dzay'-tay-sis}; from 2212; a searching (properly, the act), i.e. a dispute or its theme: -- 
{question}. [ql question 4802 # suzeteo {sood-zay-teh'-o}; from 4862 and 2212; to investigate jointly, i.e. discuss, controvert, cavil: -- dispute (with), enquire, {question} (with), reason (together).[ql reason 4802 # suzeteo 
{sood-zay-teh'-o}; from 4862 and 2212; to investigate jointly, i.e. discuss, controvert, cavil: -- dispute (with), enquire, question (with), {reason} (together).[ql together 4802 # suzeteo {sood-zay-teh'-o}; from 4862 and 2212; to 
investigate jointly, i.e. discuss, controvert, cavil: -- dispute (with), enquire, question (with), reason ({together}).[ql unto 3948 # paroxusmos {par-ox-oos-mos'}; from 3947 ("paroxysm"); incitement (to good), or dispute (in anger): -- 
contention, provoke {unto}.[ql with 4802 # suzeteo {sood-zay-teh'-o}; from 4862 and 2212; to investigate jointly, i.e. discuss, controvert, cavil: -- dispute (with), enquire, question ({with}), reason (together).[ql with 4802 # suzeteo 
{sood-zay-teh'-o}; from 4862 and 2212; to investigate jointly, i.e. discuss, controvert, cavil: -- dispute ({with}), enquire, question (with), reason (together).[ql dispute Interlinear Index Study dispute JOB 023 007 There <08033 +sham >
the righteous <03477 +yashar > might {dispute} <03198 +yakach > with him ; so should I be delivered <06403 +palat > for ever <05331 +netsach > from my judge <08199 +shaphat > . righteous might dispute with him - dispute , 
3198 , disputed -1256 {disputed}, disputing, preached, preaching, reasoned,speaketh, disputed -1260 consider, {disputed}, reason, reasoned, reasoning, disputed -4802 {disputed}, disputing, question, questioned, questioning, 
reasoning, together, disputer -4804 {disputer}, dispute -3198 appointed , arguing , chasten , chastened , convinced , correct , correcteth , correction , daysman , {dispute} , judge , maintain , plead , reason , rebuke , rebuked , rebuketh , 
reprove , reproved , reprover , reproveth , wise , dispute 3198 -- yakach -- appoint, argue, chasten, convince, correct(-ion), daysman,{dispute}, judge, maintain, plead, reason (together), rebuke, reprove(-r),surely, in any wise. dispute 
1256 ** dialegomai ** {dispute}, preach (unto), reason (with), speak. dispute 1260 ** dialogizomai ** cast in mind, consider, {dispute}, muse, reason, think. dispute 1261 ** dialogismos ** {dispute}, doubtful(-ing), imagination, 
reasoning, thought. dispute 4802 ** suzeteo ** {dispute} (with), enquire, question (with), reason(together). disputer 4804 ** suzetetes ** {disputer}. disputed ......... and disputed 4802 -suzeteo-> disputed ......... disputed 1256 -
dialegomai-> disputed ......... he disputed 1256 -dialegomai-> disputed ......... they had disputed 1256 -dialegomai-> disputed ......... was it that ye disputed 1260 -dialogizomai-> disputer ......... is the disputer 4804 -suzetetes-> dispute 
3198 ## yakach {yaw-kahh'}; a primitive root; to be right(i.e. correct); reciprocal, to argue; causatively, to decide, justify or convict: -- appoint, argue, chasten, convince, correct(-ion), daysman, {dispute}, judge, maintain, plead, reason 
(together), rebuke, reprove(-r), surely, in any wise. [ql dispute 1256 # dialegomai {dee-al-eg'-om-ahee}; middle voice from 1223 and 3004; to say thoroughly, i.e. discuss (in argument or exhortation): -- {dispute}, preach (unto), reason 
(with), speak.[ql dispute 1260 # dialogizomai {dee-al-og-id'-zom-ahee}; from 1223 and 3049; to reckon thoroughly, i.e. (genitive case) to deliberate (by reflection or discussion): -- cast in mind, consider, {dispute}, muse, reason, 
think.[ql dispute 1261 # dialogismos {dee-al-og-is-mos'}; from 1260; discussion, i.e. (internal) consideration (by implication, purpose), or (external) debate: -- {dispute}, doubtful(-ing), imagination, reasoning, thought.[ql dispute 4802 
# suzeteo {sood-zay-teh'-o}; from 4862 and 2212; to investigate jointly, i.e. discuss, controvert, cavil: -- {dispute} (with), enquire, question (with), reason (together).[ql disputer 4804 # suzetetes {sood-zay-tay-tace'}; from 4802; a 
disputant, i.e. sophist: -- {disputer}.[ql dispute 023 007 Job /^{dispute /with him; so should I be delivered for ever from my judge . disputed 001 009 Jud /${disputed /about the body of Moses , durst not bring against him a railing 
accusation , but said , The Lord rebuke thee . disputed 009 029 Act /${disputed /against the Grecians : but they went about to slay him . disputed 009 034 Mar /${disputed /among themselves , who should be the greatest . disputed 009 
033 Mar /${disputed /among yourselves by the way ? disputed 017 017 Act /${disputed /he in the synagogue with the Jews , and with the devout persons , and in the market daily with them that met with him . disputer 001 020 ICo 
/${disputer /of this world ? hath not God made foolish the wisdom of this world ? dispute 1 * disputed 5 - disputer 1 - dispute There the righteous might {dispute} with him; so should I be delivered for ever from my judge. 



dispute , JOB , 23:7 disputed , AC , 9:29 , AC , 17:17 disputed , JU , 1:9 disputed , MR , 9:33 , MR , 9:34 disputer
, 1CO , 1:20



contention 3948 # paroxusmos {par-ox-oos-mos'}; from 3947 ("paroxysm"); incitement (to good), or dispute (in 
anger): -- {contention}, provoke unto.[ql dispute 4802 # suzeteo {sood-zay-teh'-o}; from 4862 and 2212; to 
investigate jointly, i.e. discuss, controvert, cavil: -- {dispute} (with), enquire, question (with), reason (together).[ql
dispute 1256 # dialegomai {dee-al-eg'-om-ahee}; middle voice from 1223 and 3004; to say thoroughly, i.e. 
discuss (in argument or exhortation): -- {dispute}, preach (unto), reason (with), speak.[ql dispute 1261 # 
dialogismos {dee-al-og-is-mos'}; from 1260; discussion, i.e. (internal) consideration (by implication, purpose), or 
(external) debate: -- {dispute}, doubtful(-ing), imagination, reasoning, thought.[ql dispute 1260 # dialogizomai 
{dee-al-og-id'-zom-ahee}; from 1223 and 3049; to reckon thoroughly, i.e. (genitive case) to deliberate (by 
reflection or discussion): -- cast in mind, consider, {dispute}, muse, reason, think.[ql provoke 3948 # paroxusmos 
{par-ox-oos-mos'}; from 3947 ("paroxysm"); incitement (to good), or dispute (in anger): -- contention, {provoke} 
unto.[ql question 2214 # zetesis {dzay'-tay-sis}; from 2212; a searching (properly, the act), i.e. a dispute or its 
theme: -- {question}. [ql question 4802 # suzeteo {sood-zay-teh'-o}; from 4862 and 2212; to investigate jointly, 
i.e. discuss, controvert, cavil: -- dispute (with), enquire, {question} (with), reason (together).[ql reason 4802 # 
suzeteo {sood-zay-teh'-o}; from 4862 and 2212; to investigate jointly, i.e. discuss, controvert, cavil: -- dispute 
(with), enquire, question (with), {reason} (together).[ql together 4802 # suzeteo {sood-zay-teh'-o}; from 4862 and
2212; to investigate jointly, i.e. discuss, controvert, cavil: -- dispute (with), enquire, question (with), reason 
({together}).[ql unto 3948 # paroxusmos {par-ox-oos-mos'}; from 3947 ("paroxysm"); incitement (to good), or 
dispute (in anger): -- contention, provoke {unto}.[ql with 4802 # suzeteo {sood-zay-teh'-o}; from 4862 and 2212; 
to investigate jointly, i.e. discuss, controvert, cavil: -- dispute (with), enquire, question ({with}), reason 
(together).[ql with 4802 # suzeteo {sood-zay-teh'-o}; from 4862 and 2212; to investigate jointly, i.e. discuss, 
controvert, cavil: -- dispute ({with}), enquire, question (with), reason (together).[ql





disputed -1256 {disputed}, disputing, preached, preaching, reasoned,speaketh, disputed -1260 consider, 
{disputed}, reason, reasoned, reasoning, disputed -4802 {disputed}, disputing, question, questioned, questioning, 
reasoning, together, disputer -4804 {disputer},



dispute -3198 appointed , arguing , chasten , chastened , convinced , correct , correcteth , correction , daysman , 
{dispute} , judge , maintain , plead , reason , rebuke , rebuked , rebuketh , reprove , reproved , reprover , reproveth
, wise ,



dispute 3198 -- yakach -- appoint, argue, chasten, convince, correct(-ion), daysman,{dispute}, judge, maintain, 
plead, reason (together), rebuke, reprove(-r),surely, in any wise. dispute 1256 ** dialegomai ** {dispute}, preach 
(unto), reason (with), speak. dispute 1260 ** dialogizomai ** cast in mind, consider, {dispute}, muse, reason, 
think. dispute 1261 ** dialogismos ** {dispute}, doubtful(-ing), imagination, reasoning, thought. dispute 4802 ** 
suzeteo ** {dispute} (with), enquire, question (with), reason(together). disputer 4804 ** suzetetes ** {disputer}.





disputed ......... and disputed 4802 -suzeteo-> disputed ......... disputed 1256 -dialegomai-> disputed ......... he 
disputed 1256 -dialegomai-> disputed ......... they had disputed 1256 -dialegomai-> disputed ......... was it that ye 
disputed 1260 -dialogizomai-> disputer ......... is the disputer 4804 -suzetetes->



dispute 3198 ## yakach {yaw-kahh'}; a primitive root; to be right(i.e. correct); reciprocal, to argue; causatively, to 
decide, justify or convict: -- appoint, argue, chasten, convince, correct(-ion), daysman, {dispute}, judge, maintain, 
plead, reason (together), rebuke, reprove(-r), surely, in any wise. [ql dispute 1256 # dialegomai 
{dee-al-eg'-om-ahee}; middle voice from 1223 and 3004; to say thoroughly, i.e. discuss (in argument or 
exhortation): -- {dispute}, preach (unto), reason (with), speak.[ql dispute 1260 # dialogizomai 
{dee-al-og-id'-zom-ahee}; from 1223 and 3049; to reckon thoroughly, i.e. (genitive case) to deliberate (by 
reflection or discussion): -- cast in mind, consider, {dispute}, muse, reason, think.[ql dispute 1261 # dialogismos 
{dee-al-og-is-mos'}; from 1260; discussion, i.e. (internal) consideration (by implication, purpose), or (external) 
debate: -- {dispute}, doubtful(-ing), imagination, reasoning, thought.[ql dispute 4802 # suzeteo {sood-zay-teh'-o};
from 4862 and 2212; to investigate jointly, i.e. discuss, controvert, cavil: -- {dispute} (with), enquire, question 
(with), reason (together).[ql disputer 4804 # suzetetes {sood-zay-tay-tace'}; from 4802; a disputant, i.e. sophist: -- 
{disputer}.[ql
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dispute Interlinear Index Study dispute JOB 023 007 There <08033 +sham > the righteous <03477 +yashar > 
might {dispute} <03198 +yakach > with him ; so should I be delivered <06403 +palat > for ever <05331 +netsach
> from my judge <08199 +shaphat > .



righteous might dispute with him 



dispute Job_23_07 /^{dispute /with him; so should I be delivered for ever from my judge . disputed 001 009 Jud 
/${disputed /about the body of Moses , durst not bring against him a railing accusation , but said , The Lord 
rebuke thee . disputed Act_09_29 /${disputed /against the Grecians : but they went about to slay him . disputed 
Mar_09_34 /${disputed /among themselves , who should be the greatest . disputed Mar_09_33 /${disputed 
/among yourselves by the way ? disputed Act_17_17 /${disputed /he in the synagogue with the Jews , and with 
the devout persons , and in the market daily with them that met with him . disputer 1Co_01_20 /${disputer /of this
world ? hath not God made foolish the wisdom of this world ?



dispute 1 * disputed 5 - disputer 1 -



- dispute , 3198 , 



dispute There the righteous might {dispute} with him; so should I be delivered for ever from my judge.
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